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The decision to open admission to some of our institutions

of higher learning is one which will have pervasive effects on

the next generation of Americans, the economy and culture of this

society, the quality of its sciences as well.as its humanit:i.cs,

..the extent to which social justice will be realized, and the

overall rate of social change. Unlike scores of other decisions:)

we make, which are chiefly important in their van right, sulh as

increasing traffic safety or de-polluting the environment, opening

the system of higher education to all Amerfcans wishing to enroll

in it is not only important in itself but is of far reaching im-'

portance for all parts of the societal system. Despite its sig-

nificance, open admissions and its effects have been little studied;

the program itself is poorly understood and many of the crucial

questions about its far reaching implications have not yet been

studied. The term "open admissions" itself is misleading; as we

*Amitai Etzioni is Chairman of the Department of Sociology
at Columbia University and Director of the Center for Policy

Research.
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will 5,2e later, an "opev," program does no exist; ,::xisting pro-

grams aim at .?;cpandiI t_he basis of admission. It is the point

of this presentation to suggest eight areas of interest in terms

of this policy. Within the limits of tie presentation here, I

will comment on nine aspects of the program, moving from issues

bett(:r known, to less known ones.

1. :Open admissions" or "expanded admissions"?

The term "open admissions" is misleading; completely open

admission to a higher education system has never existed and it

does not exist now. No system of higher education admits all those

Who belong to the age cohort or even all who would want to attend.

Currently, those colleges in the United States' system of higher

educat ..on which are "open" in effect are undergoing an expansion

of the criteria by which individuals are admitted into the system.

While the criterion of academic achievement at a particular level

is being waived as the basis for admission, there remain other

characteristics of the potential student which are unaffected by

the removal of the academic requirements. Specifically, economic

forces remain as powerful barriers. Even with'the open admissions

policy, the individuals entering higher education tend to be those-

which can afford the educational experience in a very elementary

way. That is, those individuals who can live without incomes for

long periods of time and who are not responsible for the support
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of their families. Even if an educationally diL;advantaged student

is admitted to a college or university, he or his family must still

meet the costs involved -- his subsistence and the 'nancial loss

to his family which is incurred by his attendanc since he no

longer works. In removing the academic barriers, the economic

ones appear as yet another set of factors which lip,4_t the attendance

in institutions of higher learning and limits the scope of the

"open admissions" policy.

If we intend to make "open admissions" trOy open wr must

affect the basic life conditions of the educationally disadvantaged,

not only by removing tuition and fees, but by providing economic

assistance. Although in some parts of the country expe: .ments

have been carried out to test the implications of such support,

it is not part of the routine program in New York City, New Jersey,

or the Mid-West (the oldest "open admission" schools). Until

broad economic aid is provided, students from disadvantaged back-

grounds -- will continue to be disadvantaged, to enroll dispro-

portionately less than other students, and drop out more frequently.

2. A minority program?

Since a genuinely open program of admissions does not exist,

it may be more accurate to describe what has been happening as ex-

panding admissions. One disturbing feature of this policy has been

the Character of the ensuing programs. The tendency has been to

3
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view these programs as por.o.srafts [or blacks or other disadvantaged

minority groups. In New York C-ty, admissions officers, deans,

faculty members and others c .nnected with the "open admissions"

programs have consistently desc ibed these in ethnically or racially

particular terms; courses in Swahili and soul-music were recommended.

However, roughly, two- thirds of the students admitted under the

new programs are white, many of them from lower middle class and

working class families. Thus, the program of expanded adMissions

must take into accou t not just the needs of minority groups, but

also the needs of t1-2 majority of students admitted.

An expanded program of admissions must reach majority stu-

dents, in order to help bring them into the twentieth century edu-

cationally, and must offer a relevant curriculum which may help to

prepare them for the twenty-first antury. It may seem strange

that in the last third of the twentieth century, there are segments

of the general population who have not been exposed to the values

which are communicated in the course of a liberal arts education.

They especially lack the experience of seeing the multi-faceted

aspects of our society; they have a parochial, limited, and essen-

tially backward view of society which may have been updated -- for

our nineteenth century predecessors. They provide one potent

force retarding the transformation of contemporary society into

one genuinely committed to the principles providing just and humane

social relations. While the liberal arts experience is no panacea

4
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for the closed mind, it does offer each individual involved in it

the opportunity to broaden his outlook.

The expanding admissions policy is drawing in an ever larger

number of people from those groups whole life experiences are not

liberating, not forward looking; it enables the colleges and univer-

sities to share with these newly recruited students the kinds of

insights societal members must possess if the society is to be

innovative and truly, committed to the future.

3. Maintenance of academic standards.

A dilemma posed by the policy of expanded admissions is nat..

of maintaining the existing academic standards in the face of ad-

missions in which academic achievement has been waived as a

criterion of selection. Several leading educators, among them Dr.

Albert Bowkex, 0104 he still was the Chancellor of the City Uni-

versity of New. York, have stated that no dilution of academic

standards would take place. A similar position was talzen during

this convention by Dr. William F. Birnbaum, President of Staten

Island Community College. He has suggested that the quality of edu-

cation has 6nefitte4 rather than suffered from the policy of "open

admissions". acrordins to him, the literary productions of the

new students, While pommy in grkmmar, synto, vocabularv,

style are extremely rich in tmOtiVe,materials and life experiences.

I am not suggestin5 +4110:i."opea admissions" kiss nothing Lo offer

'VT
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to the quality of traditional academic experience; it may well

enrich higher education in the sense of broadening its existential

and expressive base. But, as Birnbaum himself admits, there has

been a lowering of standards, unless one values raw experience

as more important than command of the English language.

Furthermore, I find this position untenable, on logical

grounds. As I see it, the present form of expanding admissions

must result in a dilution of academic standards. This does not

mean that we should not proceed with the programs, a position with

which Dr. Astin also concurs. I also agree that there are other

ways of measuring achievement, which may be more accurate than

the ones being used now. Also, one of the prime functions of any

.educational system is to take the less prepared individual and to

attempt to help him catch up with others in the system. However,

it is unrealistic, and in the long run harmful, to assume that

'the injection of less prepared students into a student body whose

general achievement is higher, can have no effect on the standards

or ruality of an academic institution. Whether this dilution will

continua: or be temporary is a problematic question, which cannot

be resolved on th, basis of current experience. What is of prime

importance is that educators and concerned individuals throughout. _

American society maintain a sense of reality and not close their

eyes to the real problems which result with expanded admissions.

Maybe some institutions have had do this in order to appease

6



excesslvely vigilant legislators. I, as a social scientist con-

cerned with the effects of this program on the societal level,

cannot do so.

One realistic solution to this academic dilemma is the modi-

fication of the traditional features of our educational institutions.

Many students from minority groups fail to do well academically

because the institutions attempt to adapt the student to their

standards, while ignoring the students' particular background and

'life experiences. There is no reason why the institutions cannot

be made to adapt themselves to their students, at least to some

extent. However, there are also wrong ways of adapting. There

those who would advocate the substitution of ethnic history

courses for mathematics courses which may prove to be overly

difficult, and who would replace lectures with "rap sessions."

There are those who advocate completely restructuring the educa-

tional institution so that the educationally disadvantaged will

perform better. Formally, this is one possible "solution", if

taw university is reshaped in the form most congenial to the dis-

..advantaged students, then their lack' of preparation will not

show. However, such a redefinition of the university in the image

of the less prepared students carries serious consequences for

the "rest" of the students, and does not seem to be truly responsive

to the desires or needs of the disadvantaged students themselves.

mcst of these students have demanded an adaption quite dif-

7
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ferent from.that of. some of the more vocal advocates of adapting

the university to the'disadvantaged; as a group they can be char-
.

. .

acterized as wanting to be truly and genuinely prepared. The case

of the Federal City College in Washington, D.C. is a case in point,

There students voted, with their feet, against programs which

were set up to be easy, choosing to go into programs which followed

more traditional academic structure. When they were given the

option between a newly devised rap session and a genuine course

ire histcry or literature or other academic subjects, the over-

whelming majority -- more than 80% -- chose,to take those courses

,which are academically demanding and which would better prepare

them, both as individuals and as professionals, for life and work

in American society.

The institutions of higher education must respond genuinely

.,to the needs, deficiencies, and talents of the disadvantaged sr_u-

dents; they must not offer poor substitutes for the real academic

goods to be obtained in these institutions.

Let me reassert again that I am not against institutional

changes, that the educational institutions need to be made, in

many areas, to be much more responsive than they have been. Nor

is every change in the academic curriculum or the method of teach-

ing, even if it is 0.Med at the_ disadvantaged, a dilution of

academic standards; numerous changes may indeed increase the-effec,

tiveness and Viability of universities. More options should be-
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given to students and ethnic offerings, such as courses in black

studies, are valuable additions to the usual curriculum; differenti,

certification also gives the whole system much greater elasticity

and relevance. However, the solution to the dilemma of academic

quality cannot be found in abolishing academic standards, in pro-

viding automatic promotions which pass everyone from grade to grade

the solution does not lie in the "high schoolization" of higher

education.

The experiences of schools in Japan and Israel make it

possible to predict ti,e, reaction of various sectors of our own

society if a trend toward dilution of standards were to continue.

Industry, government, and other important segments woulcl institute

their own certification and selection systems. The certification

of the student by the university or college would carry no weilht

and students would be awarded a devee witlyout a societal or

economic value, 1 students who had _studied for years, woUld react'

violently to this waste of their t me-and effort. If the intel-

rity of our educational institutionb is to be maintained and tineir

role of certifying prepared is to remain, then some, -- albeit

revised -- stand4X-014 of Taliq nipst' exist and some effort rtiust,,be---

made- to certitV SenUine achievement in e field of endeavor. One

can remove the colleges' ability to certify, but one cannot remove

1This
subject is CArefully exploree in a report prepared ivy

Dr. Murray Mailer, Effeckt of voctella mid tv, Higher gducaAiOn on
Social and educ a tdo *AA Inevaaity (Mew Yorks Center for Policy
Research, 1970).
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in the near future (maybe reduce) the society's demand for ccrti-,

fication.

4. The case compensatory education.

Given that some standards, however revised and adapted, must

exist and given the mass entrance into the educational system of

less prepared students, then some form of compensatory education

must be introduced. In reviewing the findings of about 150 dif-

ferent studies of various systems of compensatory education, I

have concluded that evaluating the effects and benefits of this

approach'is an extremely difficult undertaking. No piece of

evidence with which I am familiar supports the notion that by

putting disadvantaged students through a few courses, seminars,

week-end work-shops, or summer sessions, one can effectively remedy

the effects of four hundred years of discrimination or Lhe four

or five years they are behind their age-mates. One does find in

the literature the, cases of three students here and eight students

there who have benefitted from suet programs; however, theme rain

conclusion from the same oody of literature points to the- need for

reaching the ailadVekntased sudent as earl in kis academic career

as possible. If we are to sake compensatory education seriously,

and that is Wactll what I think we, should do, we must start,early

and must COntiratieiwith-the...r1rans, on a IA-44W basis duritl4les

rellir.SzivR131,110.0iffte...**1111;rOelveRitessamernollifteatp
10
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greater fAx of student,....s gpeOliemic career. And, an effective

prOcrarn Of compensatory edv,mith must take into account all the

rtleVemt characteristics of Efle individual by cAombining academic

assistance with personal counise1j.4and concern for the students'

adjustment. within the academic institution.

Only if this Multi-phase approach is utilized, only if

the necessary staff to fulfill the special needs of the less pre-

pared students are trained, and only if we are constantly aware

of the complexities involved, only then may we move in the direction

f providing all students with a viable, effective liberal arts

education and professional training. Only through a rich system

of compensatory education we can avoid awarding meaningless degrees

or promoting the dropping out of students who find themselves

educationally frustrated, thus compounding the already existing

stigma.

While much can be done to insure the success of a college

program, one must realize that there are often powerful institutional

forces which overload the college, by transferring too many burdens

into it. Many of our high schools are often miserably behind as

educational institutions; they fail in their function, thus retard-

ing the student and passing onto the university a tremendous bur-

den. Kenneth Clark has pointed out that if higher education is

to become workable, the high schools must be made to assume their
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Aare of the responsiAliti.ty; V) lhould alt .baimarim active in

dertelnaillihAtEhey will dv their job. noftver, .the respanai6ality

dctb not tie thaLcomplel*1 With -alp hi211 schwas; ale,future

416 sdklool -hers ire a 4.he voment in Oar. colleges. If we

(ire, relUct3rn00-0 clNallerle our high school tmehers to do their

j)s, WO, are even less willing to ask ourselves, the univrsity

community, we are not preparing better teochers?

If Uie training of 10 school teachers will be more effective,

if hilt) schools are improved, and if a realistic and responsible

program of compensatory education is instituted in colleges, then

we may be able to construct an over all educational system which

would expand rapidly wit, little loss in quality.

S. Expanded admissions and the societal matrix.

Even if all the above conditions were met, education is not

that fantastic of a lever; it cannot redo society on its own.

Sociologically, among the various levers available for societal

change, education may well be one of the weakest. Our cultural

upbringing in American optimism has tended to make us believe that

education can remedy everything which went wrong in a variety of

social institutions, from law to economics.

There are many factors in the creation of social .injustice

that exist in a society; the extent to which any one program of

compensation can remedy this is problematic. We must point out

12
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that when a child comes from a neighborhood in which there are

few success models, in which the father is unemployed or under-

employed, in which the existing housing does not provide a place

to study and in which the child does not receive adequate medical

care, the chances for the effectiveness of education are lowered.

As long as these societal conditions persist, the system of edu-

cation will be unable to perform its function. We are led to ask

what else has to be changed in the societal fabric; we must ask

this question, since othcrwise, three or fouz years from now, a

new Coleman report on open admissions will tell us that the pro-

grams have had no discernible effect on educational enrichment of

the students involved. Both educators and social scientists must

be constantly aware of these other factors in the social fabric,

and demand the society improve the non-educational conditions of

the less prepaid -- as more education is provided.

6. Dif: ential admissions.

A program of differential admissions would solve the dilemma

posed by the expanded admissions program, which admits the less

prepared into institutions with a high ratio of better prepared

students. Differential admissions calls for a new way in thinking

about educational experience; presently the thinking is in terms

of a zero-sum conception. That is, one is considered to be either

in or out of college, either a freshman or a sophomore. I favor a
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new way of thinking aout the college positional placcment. An

admission to a college could fragmented so that a student could

he a freshman in English, whilt2 not being admitted to mathematics,

but being advanced to a sophomor in some othr academic field.

That is, a student might qualify in some areas and not in others;

the completion of one's `studies might take longer or shorter than

the present four years. If admissions and promotionF were broken

down into steps by subject area, I believe that the educational

system could go a long way toward the desired goal of an effective

academic program for students of a variety of achievement levels,

including the better prepared ones, which could advance at their

own pace.

7. Two or four years?

There are two other reforms besides differential admissions

in the college system which I would favor. However, I must admit

that I am not particularly optimistic that they will come about

because of the strained financial situation. We must face the

fact that for the time being we have a limited amount of public

educational resources; while, of course, we should and must demand

that they be rapidly expanded, the probability of receiving an

additional $20 billion more next year or having the resources to

double the size of our faculties seemevery low. Hence, unfortunately,

one must rank the various innovative programs in some priority
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ranking. Basically, we mart ask, w;Iore shoold Lie resources go

first? While it: is more appcalin,j to say That everyUling is of

tote same priority, we must and, in fact, we do make priority

decisions. Given the limited amount of resources available, new

public funds must be used to support the first two years of higher

education, either in the form of supporting junior or community

colleges or the first two years of four-year colleges and univer-

sities. Until every young American who wishes can captain an

effective, viable two years of education, we should not use new

public resources to fund full four-year educations. It is simply

a question of allocative justice. If there are some who have not

gotten a viable two-year program, why give others four-year pro-

grams? So, by focusing new resources, taleWL, manpower on the

first two years, we are in effect producing a system which tends

to approximate a standard of social justice. Once everyone is

provided with two years of education, then a third year can also

be considered. (However, I am not certain that a fourth year is

necessary at all.)

8. The liberal arts -- professional and vocational education mix.

While on the issue of expanded admissions I have suggested

some possible solutions to the dilemmas that this policy poses for

the higher educational system. Homever, on the extent to which a

_balance needs to be established between liberal arts and professional
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and vocational education, z have been unable tG find an answer

which satisfies me even in theory; the forces or conditions under

which this issue will be resolved are even more unfathomable.

Part of me is convinced that liberal arts should be the focus of

our educational system; that every young American is entitled to

two years of enrichment in liberal arts and the other intellectual

values conveyed by this particular form of education. The lib-

eral arts experience has an intrinsic value for the disadvantaged

student. There are no possible grounds to argue that some members

of society are not entitled to spend two years in a curriculum which

will enrich the rest of their lives, no matter what it is that

they finally choose to do. Liberal arts gives the disadvantaged

students a chance to open themselves to the central values of our

culture, thus enriching and broadening their world view and making

this a better society. The other half of me is much more practical;

if we will not give them vocational and professional training,

then we will be helping to promote a system in which they may

have more enriched mental lives while still being hungry and unem-

ployed.ployed. Along with the enrichment, one must also consider, if ones

recommendations are to be realistic, that certain skills are

needed in our highly technological society which will enable the

individual to earn a livelihood. One of the best ways of reallo-

cating income is to give those previously disadvantaged a semi-

professional or professional training.

16
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It is easy to say ia,at 1.,oth should done. But as you know

only too well, the educational system cannot do both, especially

in view of the limited resources availalAe. The dilemma is also

faced by the individual student who must decide whether he is

going to take only thirty points of liberal arts and concentrate

in the pre-professional curriculum. The educator has the respon-

sibility to provide meaningful liberal arts courses; he must de-

cide whether a course in English literature will be a "snap," a

"Mickey Mouse" offering or whether it will genuinely convey the

great cultural ideals. I have no certain answer at this time to

this dilemma; however, I would recommend that any commitment to

liberal arts or to a more applied curriculum must keep the realities

of the present situation in mind. Over emphasis of the one to

the exclusion of the other could have disastrous consequences not

only for the individual student but also for the system as a

whole.

9. The need for a new type of teacher.

I would like to close on a more hopeful note about a

phenomenon of which I have first hand knowledge. Our universities

are beginning to produce a new generation which will take the

mission of teaching more seriously and which will be willing to

rethink the more traditional emphasis on research as the prime
-'

role of the university professor. This new trend has great signif-
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icance for the policy of ()poll th.2: new entrants

require a dedicate(( faculty, willing to work whole-hcartedly with

the students. If the policy of expanded ldmissions is to be a

success, a new type of university professor will be needed -- one

more concerned with his students than with his research. I am

not saying that every graduate who comes out of every graduate

school has this motivation, but I believe there is e new wave of

serious social consciousness which is finding its expression in

this new generation of university teachers. Even in such tradi-

tionally conservative and research oriented institutions as the

medical schools, one sees increasing concern for the individual

and his problems, not just medical but also social. This new

generation could provide junior and community colleges with indi-

viduals who want to teach and not turn these institutions into

minor imitations of Princeton, Yale, Harvard, and Columbia.

To further promote teaching we should move to deal with

the complex problem of rewarding the good university teacher. I

learned from personal experience how much emphasis is placed on

research as opposed to the teacher in colleges. Recently, I was

considered for the Presidency of one of the colleges with an open -

admissions program. In the course of my visit with the institution,

I was surprised that at an institution whose main purpose was

teaching, the overwhelming ambition of the faculty, at least. of
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those chairmen and professors I m:: t, was to puLlish. This over-

weaning do sire to publish is reirettablc, evnn in the major research

insLituLions; the unfortunate re!:11.11L of this ambition is to fill

academic periodicals an6 libraries with marginally useful materials,

and to overload the conoputers and other data retrieval systems.

Howevr, in a college whose main institutional emphasis has been

on e:cpanded admissions, this insatiable desire is disastrous,

since the nrime mission of such an institution and others like

it must be Leaching, must be education.

There are difficult problems; how to recognize and reward

the good university teacher, and in what way to replace the pres-

tiae of research with social honor for the good teacher. However,

it seems, for the first time, that the conditions are favorable

to resolving these issues; our universities are producing graduates

who are dedicated to teaching as their prime concern. It is time

that we meet them, by finding .aays to make teaching, and particularly

teaching the new students who are coming in now, their first and

foremost obligation.


